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The famous Australian poet became a member of WNWU and chief representative
WNWU in Australia
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Ade Caparas Manila, poet, painter and designer, a member of the World nation writers'
union and the main representative of the World nation writers’ union in Australia. Her
biography and bibliography:

Ade caparas manilah… a.k.a. Ade Orosa, ade c., Gandah Manilah, a Philippine born but an
Australian citizen since 1991 says, ‘my affection for writing and poetry can be traced since
i was a meagre toddler, four year old…  “She could create a short story out of a piece of
stone or a leaf.” my mother would say.’
 
I am a no lukewarm, scorpio woman, born 04 november, divorce with 10 children .. my life has always been

an alternating rainbow and stormy weather! _ I am not an intellectual, only witty…  and to borrow Montaigne’s word,  “and so I
myself see better than anyone else that these are nothing but reveries of a man who has tasted only the outer crust of science in his
childhood, and has retained only a vague general picture of them: a little of everything  and nothing thoroughly”.
A study-addict, always a student mingling with the young… a class top notcher, a valedictorian, a declaimer, a debater during my
elementary grades and high school days; also an honer student, a deans lister in all colleges and universities… i have reached my
goals!
 
Educational Attainments:
 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNTING            UNIVERSITY OF THE EAST
PHILOSOPHY  & LETTERS                                          DE LA SALLE UNIVERSITY
CERTIFICATE DESKTOP PUBLISHING                       SYDNEY TAFE
JEWELLERY DESIGN                                                   UTS Sydney
DIP INTERIOR DESIGN                                                ENMORE ART COLLEGE

 

CREATIVE WRITING                                                     MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER                                          ASA   
Child Care                                                                      TAFE Sydney
Pressure Therapy                                                           Private Learning
Cosmetology &Fashion                                                  Samson School                                                    
Paintings & Sculptures                                                   Paris
 
As a  professional International Interior Designer for 40 years, based in Manila, Philippines_ i have done contracts with
prestigious clienteles for hotels, boutiques, restaurants, residential homes, offices… both at Manila base and foreign countries in
America Asia Europe.
 
Dubbed as an ‘Avant Garde Interior Designer’ i was a Cover Page on a Singapore “LIVING” Magazine;  Manila “PEOPLE’
Magazine ; Manila TV Talk Shows.
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Comments From Journalists
 
“ As an interior designer, portrait artist, accountant, real estate appraiser, furniture manufacturer and exporter, business
woman……. Ade Caparas Orosa’s multi-faceted life sparks off cool fire from every angle, at every person she comes in contact
with. In Ade’s life, love and work, there is no room for in-between, slip-shod arrangements. It is either or Ade’s prism refracts
only one colour, a lust for life, a force beyond anyone’s control.”
Ade, the interior designer, is forever looking for and experimenting with new ideas. She is competent, professional and
demanding. All her projects are meticulously planned and well executed. As a professional, she never makes concessions…but as
a friend, yes. With her flexible elastic personality, she can accept  your faults. Nobody will see her cry, though. As a mother, she
has remained constant to her eight children. She spends her weekends with them, unlike others who, upon separation, just
disappear or go into a different world, leaving the past behind. Ade looks for roots, but constantly changes all the time. Within this
cocoon of a person is someone who is torn between a desire for constancy and the winds of change.”
 
In 1987, as an artist, I put up a Portrait Painting Exhibit at the Manila Inter-Continental Hotel, which was titled, “The Beautiful
Women of Manila”.
In 1988, i produced my own  fashion show, where i introduced the first uneven sculptured hemlines, all in ‘bias cuts.
I have designed high-fashion jewelleries for Milady Jewel of Manila that has been sold to private collectors.
 
I am well-travelled, a sports woman, i fly a twin-engine small plane, a horse-back rider, a golf player, a tennis player, and a good
cook.
Now, a semi-retired designer; i am more active in digital paintings  and poetries; my metaphysical poems are in movements with
natures… the dancing tempos, the rhythmic beats, the kissing breeze, the thunderous silence, etc etc.
 
My first published book, “the WIND my LOVER”  was constructed like a lover’s discourse; a lover’s conversation in poetry of 50
poems.
 
Awards  Affiliations and Current Positions with W.U.P.

 

Vice-President-Australia                 Writers International
Vice-President-Australia                 Unione Mondiale Dei Poeti
Administrators                                       12 Various Groups
 
Book Published:   
 “the wind my lover”
with Jeff cannon
04 August 2015 Sydney Australia                                            * 50 poems
www.xlibris.au
 
Poems internationally published:
 
World Anthology of English Poetry                                            *  If I Come Back          
 
www.thepoetrysocietyofindai.com                                             *  Last Stage
 
Whispering Winds                                                                    *  Your Margarita
www.thepoetrysocietyofindia.com                                             *  The Drum
 
The Significant Anthology                                                                       *  In Bliss
www.BRILLIANTPRINTERS.COM
 
  Wrote and published about 2000 poems in FaceBook, Twitters, Wordpress, World Union of Poets, International Group  and other
various internet social sites, where i am also an administrator.
 
https://adecaparas34.wordpress.com
https://www.facebook.com/adecaparasmanilah/posts
Email Address: gmanilah@yahoo.com
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